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Baldur's Gate Enhanced Edition [1.2.0.0][3DM] description. This is a fan made version of Baldur's Gate Enhanced Edition
without any support from Focus Home Interactive. You are free to use and redistribute this port for any purpose. Baldur's Gate
Enhanced Edition [1.2.0.0][3DM] for computer Windows. 2b1/2b1 Credits: Bahvibey Recommended Update (2018-09-21): 1)

Fixed a bug that caused some of the game assets to appear blurry in the game. 2) Fixed a bug that caused some emblems to
appear as black in the game. 3) Fixed some other minor issues. 4) Bug fixes. Changelog: 1.2.0.0 (2018-09-21): Fixed a bug that
caused some of the game assets to appear blurry in the game. Fixed a bug that caused some emblems to appear as black in the

game. Fixed some other minor issues. Bug fixes. 1.1.0.0 (2018-09-21): 1.0.0.0 (2018-09-21): 1.1.1.0 (2018-09-21): 1.0.1.0
(2018-09-21): Added an option to turn off the auto swap of weapon and shield in the inventory. Fixed some other minor issues

Download Baldur's Gate Enhanced Edition [1.2.0.0][3DM] via torrent or any other torrent from the PC Games category.
c876c66c5896947594fc637f66fc764ea3e63343. torrent (38,98 Kb) â†“ â†“ â†“ (voice) â†“ â†“ â†“ â†“ â†“ â†“. Baldur's Gate
Enhanced Edition [1.2.0.0][ 3DM]. Download.Baldur's Gate Enhanced Edition: - Completely redesigned interface with support

for the latest technology. - New character models and textures. - Completely rewritten and new content added. Baldur's Gate
Enhanced Edition is a re-release of the iconic RPG from Bioware and Obsidian Entertainment, who were responsible for

creating the original game and expansions. fffad4f19a
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